In-Text Citations and Page References

Extending your ability to cite relevant research.

*bibliography. To add cited pages to your in-text citations and footnotes, include them in your in-text citation:

(Wilde, 1895, 88)

This will make your citation look like the following:

ORIGINAL

The Industrial Revolution, which began in Britain in the 18th century, and later spread to continental Europe and North America, and was based on the availability of coal to power steam engines. International trade expanded exponentially when coal-fed steam engines were built for the railways and steamships. *(Cooney 1980)*

IN-TEXT PAGING

The Industrial Revolution, which began in Britain in the 18th century, and later spread to continental Europe and North America, and was based on the availability of coal to power steam engines. International trade expanded exponentially when coal-fed steam engines were built for the railways and steamships. *(Cooney 1980, 27)*

Steps

In Word, using the EndNote menu, select “EDIT & MANAGE CITATION(S)

When dialog box comes up, select the correct citation you wish to edit, and enter the page reference in the “Edit Citation” box “Pages” (just add page number, e.g., 4).

Click OK.
The Edit window will show all references that you used. Select the one that you wish to cite. Make sure that if you cited a reference more than once, that you select the correct entry that matches the sequential order of your paper.
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